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Lesson 1 - Your Amazing Brain 
 
Your brain is your body’s most important organ. To understand that, let’s talk about some other 
organs you probably know a lot about. 

 
Let’s talk about your heart. What do you already know about it?  
-  I can feel it beating. 
-  It beats fast when I run or when I’m scared. 
-  Exercise makes my heart stronger. 
 
What does your heart actually do?  
-- It pumps blood to all parts of our bodies. 
-  The blood brings food and energy to all parts of our bodies. 
-  A healthy heart means food and energy and strength go out to the cells of my body. 
 
Your heart is an organ and a very important one. 
 
Now, let's talk about five more important organs of our body that help us "sense" the world around us. 
 
What helps us see?  our eyes  
What helps us hear?  our ears  
What helps us smell?  our nose  
What helps us taste?  our tongue, our taste buds 
What helps us feel?  our skin 
 
We learned about all of these organs when we were very young. It was fun to point at them and learn to 
say them and then begin to understand what they do. Organs are important to all life functions and help 
us enjoy things like favorite foods, music, or outdoor places. 
 
Our heart is life- -‐giving. Our sense organs help us enjoy life to the fullest. But, the greatest of all the 
organs in the human body is the brain. It is the boss of organs, the operating system of us. It organizes all 
the other organs and helps them work well. It is like a computer, full of information and always ready to 
help us do something important. It controls your heartbeat and helps your lungs to breathe in rhythm. It 
connects to your eyes, ears, nose, tongue and skin and tells you what you are seeing, tasting and feeling. 
Then, your brain has wonderful ways of helping you remember things, so you can learn about your world 
and enjoy it, all the while storing information for future use. 
The brain is amazing!  



 

 
 

Lesson 2 - The Brainstem 
 
Look at a detailed picture of a brain. It looks complicated and hard to figure out. That’s because it has so 
many intricate parts. Remember, we said it was like a computer. Computers have tiny, specialized parts, 
too. It’s hard to understand how they all work together. 

 
The nice thing about learning about the brain is that we don’t have to understand all the intricate parts. 
We’re only going to learn about four main sections of your brain. This will be a lot easier. 
 
The first main section is called the brainstem. Let’s find out where it is and then learn what it does. Put your 
hand at the top of your back and feel for the little bumps just below your neck. This is the top of your 
backbone or spine. It helps you stand erect and protects a very important part of your body called the 
spinal cord. This cord is very important because it carries signals from organs like your skin up into your 
brain. These signals could tell the brain things like your body temperature. It also carries signals from your 
brain back out to your body. The brain might tell you to put on a coat if you’re too cold or go stand in the 
shade if you are getting too hot. 

 
If you walk your fingers up to the top of your backbone, you will come close to where the spinal cord 
connects to the brainstem. The signals from your organs enter your brain here. Then they go up and out to 
other parts of your brain helping you to understand all that you see and hear and taste and smell and feel. 
This is how your body can talk to your brain, and it is the reason you know when you are smelling your 
favorite food, hearing your favorite song, or feeling the cool wind on your skin. 
 
To make your brainstem stronger, we’d like to recommend some fun activities. The first one is spending 
time outside enjoying nature. Your brainstem loves to “sense” things and discover new sights and sounds 
and feelings. Taking walks in the neighborhood, going on hikes in a wilderness area, and discovering new 
things in the outdoors are all great brainstem activities. 
 
If you have to stay indoors, try doing some cooking or baking with family or friends. Brainstems love new 
tastes and unique smells; it loves mushing up cookie dough with your hands or creating new kinds of pizza. 

 
Listening to music is another great indoor activity. Just listening is great, but playing music or singing is 
even better. Drumming or clapping along to music is a wonderful activity for your brainstem, and, 
believe it or not, can help you learn to read better and improve your math skills. 

 
Anything you do for your brainstem is good for your happiness, and we all like being happy. Enjoy 
your activities whether you’re inside or outside. Your brain will thank you! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Lesson 3 - The Midbrain 
 
The second main part of your brain is the midbrain. It is connected to your brainstem.  
This part of your brain helps you do some very important things like walking, running and riding a bike. It 
helps your muscles work together in a coordinated way. It helps you balance when you are on your bike or 
on skis. It even helps your handwriting. 
 
That isn’t all your midbrain can do. It helps you to eat well and sleep well and feel good about your day. It 
is the part of the brain that also helps you begin to learn things like definitions and math formulas because 
this is where memorizing information starts. 

 
The brainstem and the midbrain like many of the same things, especially music and movement.  
Here are some recommendations for activities to make your midbrain happy and healthy. 

 
Your favorite park usually has some great equipment for growing healthy brains. Any activity on the 
playground or in the natural world that makes us climb, balance, and use our strength to move around is 
great for the midbrain. We’re never too old for that challenge. 

 
Like we mentioned before, walking, running, and riding a bike are all great midbrain activities. They all 
require balance and moving in a steady rhythm. All three activities help us burn energy, making us more 
relaxed, ready to eat a good meal, and then tired enough to want a good nights sleep. Brains love sound 
sleep and will grow stronger while you are sleeping. Close to ten hours of sleep every night is perfect for 
people your age. 
 
Let’s not forget music. The midbrain loves music, clapping and drumming as much as the brainstem does. 
And don’t forget dancing. Video games that involve dancing are fantastic for the midbrain. Scientists have 
even found out that listening to music, playing an instrument and singing helps us learn and improve our 
memory. 
 
Music and movement are both fun and fundamental for brain growth. Any activity with pattern and rhythm 
is powerful for strengthening your overall brain function. Remember, listening is good, but actual 
participation is better. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

Lesson 4 - The Limbic System 
 
The third main part of your brain is the limbic system. This part of your brain is tucked in the middle of 
your whole brain and isn’t very big. However, it is very important because it is most responsible for the 
relationships you have with family and friends and classmates. It helps you know the kinds of people who 
are safe and friendly and loving. It also helps you realize that some people around you could be 
dangerous and should not be trusted. 

 
Your limbic system helps you control your feelings. Then you can stop yourself from getting too angry or 
out of control. This helps you make friends and keep friends. It also helps you settle down and learn better 
when you are in school. 

 
There are many good things to do to help your limbic system grow stronger. The first one is to have good 
times with your family including spending time with grandparents, aunts, uncles and cousins. Strong, loving 
families are great for growing strong, healthy brains. 

 
Time with friends is important as well. Playing sports, making music, hiking, camping and just sitting 
down to talk are activities that make it fun to be with your friends. All of these lead to laughter, 
storytelling, and adventure. Fun times with friends are like vitamins for your limbic system. 
 
Joining groups like Scouts, enjoying a youth group in a faith community, or finding a club or sports 
team you can get involved with are great for your brain. You will enjoy more hours of fun with new kids 
you meet outside of your home and school. 

 
The limbic system is all about fun, healthy relationships. Enjoy spending time with a wide variety of 
people, and your brain will love you for it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Lesson 5 - Cortex 
 
The biggest part of your brain is your cortex. This part of your brain will change the most as you grow up to 
be an adult. In fact, your cortex is always changing as you learn more about your world. 

 
The cortex is most responsible for helping you think. You exercise this part of your brain every day in 
school as you learn to read and write and count. It also helps you do fun things like draw, write poems, 
and play games. 

 
A healthy cortex is able to help you control all other parts of your brain. When you have that control, 
people find it easy to like you. Kids want to be your friend. Parents and teachers allow you experience fun 
adventures because they trust you. 

 
This part of your brain is always changing. You can learn new things no matter how old you get.  
So, your cortex will be happy and healthy if you try to learn something new every day. 

 
There are many great things you can do to have a healthy cortex. One of the best is reading. Reading 
helps us learn more things about our world. Writing stories is another great exercise for our cortex. The 
cortex loves words, and learning to put words together into a story is a powerful way to make our cortex 
stronger. It also makes us feel good when other people read what we write. Museums, zoos, and live 
theater are more wonderful places to visit when we want to grow our cortex. We learn and enjoy unique 
experiences when we go there. 

 
Another simple way to use our cortex best is to have quiet time. The top of our brain works best when we 
take time to be quiet and think and wonder about our world. And don’t forget about sleep. A good night’s 
sleep helps you remember what you learned during the day. It also rests the top of your brain so it is ready 
again for learning the next day. 
 
Remember, a healthy cortex leads to a happy life. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

Lesson 6 - States of Arousal: Calm 
 
When our brains are at their best, they help keep us from danger. They are able to do this because brains 
know what is safe and what causes fear. Our brains are always on the lookout for anything that might 
threaten us. The brain wants us to survive. If there is danger, we will know we need to find safety. Only 
when our brains know that everything is safe are we able to be calm. 
 
Calm is when we can think the best and do creative things like write stories, poems, and songs or solve 
tricky mysteries and difficult math problems. To do this means we become quiet inside and our heart beats 
steadily and not too fast. Sometimes we can help ourselves stay calm by listening to soft music, the sounds 
of songbirds or the wind in the trees. Nature and music both help us relax and think our best thoughts. 

 
When we are calm, the top part of our brain, the cortex, works well. In fact, it helps all the other parts of 
our brain feel better, too. We feel better about people; we have good balance, and our senses are all in 
tune. 

 
There are some tricks to staying calm. One trick is to find a quiet place where you can spend some time 
alone. Sometimes this is in your own room, sometimes outside in a tree house, or sometimes up in 
Grandma’s attic. It just needs to be your secret place where no one comes to disturb you. The important 
thing is to feel safe in this quiet place so that you can do your best thinking and never feel afraid. 
 
Another trick to being calm is enjoying a good book. Books have a way of taking you on journeys to 
unusual places. Your imagination allows you to feel like you’re in a new place watching the action of 
the story, but nobody else knows you’re there. 

 
If you belong to a community of faith or have a personal religion, you can become calm through prayer and 
meditation. 

 
Writing in a diary, creating a short story or composing a poem also are great things to do when you feel 
calm or want to stay calm. The calming affects of writing are even better when you can share what you’ve 
written with a friend or someone in your family. And, if writing isn’t your thing, maybe drawing, painting or 
coloring are things to try in your quiet place. Creating something beautiful like a picture always makes you 
feel rewarded. Displaying it for others makes it even better. 

 
We can’t always be calm. Sometimes we have to get busy and be on the move. However, it is important 
to find some time each day to enjoy all the good things a calm brain can do for us. When we are calm, we 
are the smartest people we can be. That is a good thing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Lesson 7 - States of Arousal: Alert 
 
Even though being calm is a sweet feeling, we know we can’t always be that way. Sometimes we want to 
be active, on the move, filled with energy. When we feel this way, we are in the alert stage. This is the 
best stage for learning new things. 

 
When our brains are on alert, our pulse rate gets a little higher. This is a good thing: our brains are telling us 
that we are about to do or learn something new. Anytime new experiences occur, our brains first check for 
danger. If we know there isn’t any real danger, we can decide to move ahead and enjoy trying this new 
experience. We can expand our world by being adventurous because we feel safe enough to try something 
out of the ordinary. 

 
Brains can get bored. When we keep repeating the same experiences over and over, our brains push us to 
try something unique. Brains want to grow, too. They want some new memories to enjoy. They want to be 
on alert. 

 
When we are alert, we enjoy movement. Simple movements like walking or running make us feel good, 
and when we want a greater challenge, we can try dancing, shooting a basketball or any kind of activity 
that involves coordinating our whole body. 

 
When we feel especially sure of ourselves, we might even try some kind of competition. Now we have the 
risk involved with winning and losing and being part of a team. Remember though, the only way to truly 
enjoy competition is when we realize that both winning and losing still involve fun, exercise, and the 
challenge our confident brains are looking for. If we are either sore losers or cocky winners, it only proves 
our brains aren’t ready for competition, and we need to return to activities that bring out the best in us, not 
the worst. 

 
The alert state is the state of adventure. In the alert state, we want to discover new things and are willing 
to risk being a bit uncomfortable as we do so. In other words, being alert means we are ready to grow, 
ready to change, a little bit at a time. 

 
When our physical bodies grow, we often have growing pains, sore knees and ankles. When our brains 
grow, a similar thing happens. We feel a little uncomfortable because new thoughts are entering our 
minds. Soon, however, these new thoughts will become familiar, and we’ll realize we are growing in our 
mind as well as our body. 
 
Maturing is a little scary but has great rewards. To do it, we must become alert. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

Lesson 8 - States of Arousal: Alarm 
 
So far, we’ve learned that when we want to use what we already know to create something unique or 

beautiful, it is best to be in the calm state. This is when we can think the best. 

 
Then, when we want to have adventure, we move into the alert state. We want experience new things. 
This is when we learn the best. 

 
Being calm and alert are the best states of our brain. We can think of so many positive reasons to be calm 
and alert. Staying healthy is a big one. When our heart rate is under control, our body temperature is 
normal, and we’re eating well and sleeping soundly. We don’t get sick very often, and we get to enjoy our 
lives with the people we enjoy the most. 

 
Sometimes, however, danger or fear creeps into our lives. Our safety is threatened. Maybe it is the threat of 
a dangerous storm. Maybe it’s the threat from a stranger we’re not sure about. Maybe the teacher is going 
too fast for you, and you fear you can’t keep up. Maybe you’re being bullied or picked on for no reason. 
There are many ways we can be threatened, and when that happens, our brains sound the alarm. 
 
When we are in the alarm state, we can react in two different ways. Scientists call the two possible 
reactions “fight or flight.” If we feel we must “fight”, our pulse pounds in our chest, our body 
temperature rises, and we start to feel hyper. We truly want to fight back against whatever or whoever is 
threatening us. This is our brain telling us we need to survive and overcome whatever is trying to hurt 
us. 
 
The other way we might react to threat is almost the opposite. Our pulse rate could get very low, we 
could start to feel colder and want to hide from the threat, curl up into a ball, or sneak away to a hidden 
corner. This is still our brain telling us we need to survive and hide from whatever is trying to hurt us. 

 
It is possible for us to sometimes want to fight and other times want to run away and hide. We don’t always 
know what our brains will tell us to do. This state of the brain is not fun and not adventurous. This state is 
uncomfortable and frightening. There is no way we can learn in school when we are alarmed. 

 
When we feel this way, it is important to work at becoming alert or calm again. Usually, 
we need the help of trustworthy adults or friends. We should never be afraid to ask for 
help or feel bad about wanting a “time out” so we can get settled down. 
 
Fear is our enemy. Love is our friend. All kids need to feel safe and secure to have a 
happy life. Surrounding ourselves with people we trust is the best way to overcome the 
alarm state and return to being ourselves, calm and alert. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Lesson 9 - States of Arousal: Fear and Terror 
 
If our brains are in the alarm state, we cannot learn well. We can still think when we are alarmed, 
but we mostly think about how to become safe. 

 
If we get pushed past the alarm state, we enter into a fear state and maybe even terror.  
Now we are not thinking much at all. The best part of our brain for thinking is our cortex, and it cannot work 
when we are fearful. In fact, the more fear we have, the more likely our midbrain and brainstem will take 
over. 

 
Our pulse rate could get very high and our bodies hotter than normal. We might start fighting whoever is 
scaring us. Or, our pulse rates could drop very low, and we might faint and fall to the floor. All of this will 
feel out of our control. This is what happens when someone loses his temper or blacks out. That person 
loses the ability to think with the top parts of his brain. 
 
We might even lose our memory of what has happened. Many people who experience fear and terror 
cannot remember what happened during that time. This is one way our brains try to protect us. 

 
Sometimes after we experience a scary event, we might later think of some part of that frightening time 
like a person, a smell, or the place we were in. This might cause us to be alarmed again. Some doctors call 
this a trigger. It can take a long time to get over these frightening times so that we aren’t scared anymore 
by people and places that remind us of the fear or terror we experienced. 
 
The good news is our brains can get better, even when we have experienced bad times that scare us. With 
love from family and friends, with good times in school alongside classmates and teachers, and with healthy 
activities like walking, running, music, and trips to interesting places, our brains can heal. It takes good 
relationships and positive experiences to overcome the bad ones, but brains do get better when that 
happens. It takes time and patience, but we can return to being calm and alert again. Brains love that. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

Lesson 10 - Bullying and the Threat Response 
 
Now that you understand the way our brains work best and how they can be threatened, it is easier to 
understand what bullying means. Bullying is a word we hear a lot about these days. Now it can become 
a word we truly understand. 

 
Many parents and kids will ask, “Is teasing the same as bullying?” ...or...”Is joking around with someone 
the same as bullying?” Answer: It depends on how our brains receive teasing or joking. Let’s use some 
words we’ve already learned. 

 
When someone we like jokes with us or teases us playfully, we usually receive it as fun or positive 
attention. Our brains will either remain calm or alert. We can enjoy a laugh; we appreciate the attention 
we’re given. It is all in fun, and our brains will tell us that. We realize we are safe; we know our friends are 
being funny; we enjoy being included and can enjoy exchanging jokes. As long as our brains don’t sense 
trouble or threat, joking around is not only tolerated, it is enjoyed. 

 
If someone jokes, teases, or tries to scare us, and our brains sense a true threat, we will move into the 
alarm state. In that state we want to run and hide or prepare to fight. We may lose our tempers as we 
sense real fear or try to escape the scene by moving away. When we experience these feelings, we are 
experiencing what is called “bullying”. True bullying causes fear, makes us feel uncomfortable, and always 
feels wrong. Bullying results in someone feeling very bad. 

 
Sometimes it isn’t easy to know when our joking and teasing for fun turns into bullying.  
One good way is to watch the faces of everyone involved. Our brains have an excellent system of knowing 
when someone looks safe and when someone looks threatening. It is called mirroring. Your brain has 
special cells called mirror neurons that recognize the facial expressions of people we spend time with. 
These neurons are very good at recognizing when someone is friendly or when someone is dangerous. If 
people are being nice to us, our neurons will help us smile and laugh and enjoy the moment. If people are 
threatening to us, our mirror neurons will sense fear, confusion or anger, and it will show on our faces. 

 
Most bullies are kids who have been bullied themselves. They live in the alarm or fear state most of the 
time. For them, most relationships are threatening, and they always seem to be fighting or trying to get 
the best of other kids. 

 
Bullies need to change, but the only way they can is if they have more positive relationships than negative 
relationships. School is a good place for this to happen. If our principals, teachers and friends protect us 
from bullies, we will all have a better chance of being kind to them, mirroring safety and friendship more 
than fear and anger. Bullies can change, but only if they experience more love than fear. When that 
happens, bullying will disappear. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Lesson 11 - The Learning Cycle 
 
How we learn new things is fascinating and happens in an interesting cycle. The cycle begins when we are 
feeling safe and satisfied - -‐ when we have eaten well, slept soundly, and are feeling no sense of danger. 
When all of our needs are taken care of in this satisfying way, we are ready to learn. 
 
The first step in learning is curiosity. We actually get bored with what we already know and want to 
learn new things. Humans are naturally curious and seek new adventures.  
We want to use what we do know to help us discover what we don’t know....yet. 

 
Take flying for example. Some humans noticed that birds could fly and wondered why they couldn’t. 
Walking was getting boring, riding was nothing new, and they started to wonder if they could fly, too. 
They started with gliders and learned to make wings lifted by air currents. When that became boring, 
they added engines and soon were able to travel through the sky. After some years of traveling through 
the sky, humans wondered if we could fly to the moon. Soon enough, rockets were built, and in 1969, a 
rocket capable of traveling to the moon was launched. A few days later, an astronaut actually stepped 
onto the moon’s surface. All of this happened because people were curious and did something about it. 

 
Curiosity leads to adventure. People try new things. When they discover new things and share them with 
others, they feel pleasure. Pleasure is a powerful part of the learning cycle because it inspires us to practice 
the new things we have learned. As you know, when we practice something repeatedly, a strong pathway 
of memory and experience forms in our brain so we can use what we’ve learned every day of our lives. 
When this learning experience becomes part of us, we feel satisfied. 

 
Once we feel satisfied for a period of time, we get curious again. We want to learn more because learning 
is adventurous and gives us pleasure. Discovering new facts about our world, writing a new song or poem, 
inventing a useful shelter or tool, programming a new website, hiking a new route through a forest...all of 
these experiences can happen when we feel safe… and a little bit bored. 
 
The brain is amazing. It can even use boredom for our own good. It loves adventure and fun, and wants 
to inspire us to do great things that give us the pleasure of learning. 
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